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Notes on using the tape
When you first listen to the tape we suggest the tape counter on your
cassette player to zero before you start. Mark on the cassette label the
number on the tape counter when each new section begins. (There is a
short silence between each section). This will help you find a particular
section more easily next time. N.B. The numbering is usually different on
different makes of cassette player.
Here is the precise timing of each section:
Side 1

Side 2

Introduction
We are on the Radio*
(programme for broadcast )
How do the do it?
Child-to-Child song
Spot the Message
It's your Turn
Create Something New
Talk About It

1' 34" (1 min 34 secs)
19' 27"
11' 15"
3' 00"
3' 27"
7' 05"
11'56"
11'46"

* We are on the Radio may be broadcast by a radio station free of copyright.
It is designed to fit in a 20 minute slot, allowing 33" to introduce it.
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Introduction
j About Child-to-Child

Child-to-Child is an approach to health education which
involves children in three ways:
1.
It helps children to improve the health and well-being
of younger children and others in their family.
2.
It helps children to assist other children of the same
age including those who do not go to school.
3.
It helps children to work together to spread health
ideas and improve health practices in school, home
and in the community.

Child-to-Child ideas and materials are being used in
over 80 countries worldwide.

I

The Child-to-Child Trust

The Child-to-Child Trust is based at the University of
London. It has three roles:
1. To produce and distribute health education
materials.
2. To advise and assist in the implementation of
health education projects.
3. To coordinate a worldwide information network
on projects using the Child-to-Child approach.
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Child-to-Child and Children on the Radio
Radio is important for everyone and it is an effective way to
spread health ideas to a large audience. Children can provide lively, original ideas for radio broadcasts. They can
present health ideas in a powerfu I way.

Here is a letter from two children who have made radio
broadcasts .
. ·•·Dear Friends,
<Being on the radio has made me Jessshy. I could
notsee rnyfriends or family so I could concentrate
• more easily. I think radiOis fantastic for children
{ becauseyou can make your own pictures, you
( .can.be creative, you can be funny, you can be
>>i: / anythingyou want. If we can do it so can you.
) Syra and Elizabeth

>:

We Are On The Radio The Child-to-Child Radio Pack
'We Are On The Radio' is for groups and individuals who
want to involve children in broadcasting about health. It is
designed to introduce adult organisers to the basic skills
needed to plan and prepare ideas for broadcast with
children, to develop children's radio skills, and to contact
people who can help turn ideas into broadcasts.
The text and tape can be used separately or together.

The Tape: Side one is a programme about Child-to-Child
and the radio. It is designed to be broadcast. Side two
includes different kinds of children's health broadcasts with
examples from different countries.
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This is what they do
Many countries have involved children in the making of
health broadcasts. Here are some examples and comments
from some of the people involved.

Nepal ...
where a Child-to-Child health programme is a regular
part of the national station's broadcast schedule.

' 'J'if
AT~MAl.O'(hand in hand) is a ten minute radio
programme for children. It has gone out every week for
over five years. It aims to encourage children to help other
children prevent illness and to help children with disabilities.
Children broadcast radio plays (which often have several
episodes) about many different health topics. Children read
their letters on the show and every two months they take
part in a quiz. The producer can then see if children have ·
understood the information given in previous programmes.'

. ·, !l
r

.

(l_

Hatemalo, Radio Nepal, Katmandu.
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Uganda ...
where the children's programme on the national radio
station gives regular slots to Child-to-Child broadcasts.
'We go to the Child-to-Child schools where children have
prepared poems, plays, songs and discussions about a
certain health topic like accidents, breastfeeding or AIDS.
We record the children. When we go back to the studio we
do a little editing. Then we broadcast the children's work.
The children love to hear their own voices. So do the parents. In fact many parents have told me how much they are
learning from the children.
At first the children were nervous and they laughed at themselves. Now they are very confident. We record children
from many schools.'

Children's programme, Radio Uganda, Kampala.
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Romania ...
where the national radio station is coordinating a
health-messengers project in Bucharest and training
child broadcasters to make programmes about Childto-Child activities.
'.Aspart of our health-messengers project we have a special
'press office' run by children aged between 8 and 14. The
children are the journalists, presenters and editors of their
own health programmes. Our most successful programme
was a 30 minute magazine programme broadcast on the
World Anti-Smoking Day.'

Health Messengers, Radio Diffuziunea, Romana,
Bucharest.
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India ...
where children are involved in making broadcasts
about health topics which are used as part of other
programmes.
'The children took part in the programmes with great enthusiasm. Most of the plays are written by the children themselves. They are able to discuss a health subject from many
different angles. They are amazed to hear their voices.
Programmes like this not only interest children, but make
them think and talk about health related matters amongst
themselves. '
Department of Communications and Media, The Catholic
Association of India, Secunderbad.

United Kingdom ...
where there is a regular programme for children made
by children.
' The programme series began in June 1992. It is called
Radio KFK (Kids for Kids). The children choose the topics
to broadcast. Sometimes radio reporters work in schools
with groups of children to help create and record the broadcasts. Sometimes the children make broadcasts themselves with no extra help. The children really enjoy Radio
KFK and they are learning a lot.'
Radio KFK, BBC Radio 5, London.

These examples are just a few of the ways in which the
children's ideas and skills have been used effectively
to spread health messages on the radio.
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In summary ...
here are some important points made by teachers,
children and radio producers from around the world:

*

children know what other children enjoy listening to

*

making radio programmes is good fun and you
learn a lot too!

*

children can provide fresh and original ideas to
promote health messages on the radio

*

getting children to present their own ideas is more
difficult than telling them what to say but it results in
better radio

*

children learn well and enjoy learning when they are
allowed to make important decisions

*

having good ideas and preparing them well will help
persuade radio stations to broadcast them

*

having advice from experienced radio staff will help to
achieve high quality broadcasts

*

radio projects take a lot of planning and preparation especially the first one

*

it is possible to convince radio producers that listeners
will enjoy broadcasts by children about health

9
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How Do They Do It?
There are many ways that broadcasts can be made and
recorded. Here are some examples.
Simple recordings can be done by children using a
cassette recorder with a built in microphone.
During last term, Paul, Beatrice and their friends in the
'tape-friends' club made a cassette about health for their
friends in another school. Here they are listening carefully
to the cassette they were sent. They are making a note of
the bits they like the best.

These recordings are not usually good enough quality for
broadcasting on the radio but they are a good way for children to learn about making broadcasts. Cassettes can be
sent to a radio station to demonstrate the children's ideas.
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Doing broadcast-quality recordings away from a studio usually needs a good quality cassette recorder, a
separate microphone and someone who knows how to
use them.

Class 5 from Bbira Primary school in Uganda wrote plays
and sang songs about 'the killer diseases' and 'a healthy
diet'. These were recorded at their school by a producer
from the national radio station.
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Many recordings are made in the studio. These recordings might be broadcast 'live' or used some time after
the recording is made as either a whole programme or
as part of a programme.

Paul Kimau and Dr Mary Okuyu sit together in the studio
doing a 'live' discussion about health issues arising from
children's letters sent in to the radio station.

13
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Equipment and Techniques

Most recordings will be made by someone from a radio
station. They will provide special equipment to produce
broadcast-quality sound.
If you have your own cassette recorders, the children can
practise. If the sound quality is good enough, they might be
able to produce some material for broadcasts.
It is a good idea for the organiser to become familiar with
recording equipment and techniques.
The recording equipment needed is a cassette recorder, a
tape and a microphone. There are many kinds of cassette
recorders and microphones. It is best to start by trying them
out and discovering which ones work the best.
Two kinds of tapes are used to do most recordings:
cassette
tapewhich is used on everyday tape machines and
tapeused in special mathe thicker and wider reel-to-reel
chines by many radio reporters. This tape gives a better
quality sound.
When the recording is done, some bits of it may be wanted,
but not others. With two cassette recorders, the bits wanted
from the mastertapecan be copied onto another cassette.
This process is called editingor dub-editing.
Reel-to-reel tape can be cut and stuck back together again
without affecting the quality of sound. Editing will usually be
done by someone from a radio station.
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There are special techniques which can be done in a
studio:
* different parts of a tape can be mixed
* music or sound effects can be added to speech
* music or speech can be faded to make a smooth link with
the next part of the broadcast
* short excerpts from different interviews can be put
together one after another to make the broadcast flow
quickly
* special 'signature tunes' can be added at the beginning
and end
These techniques make broadcasts sound better.

IPeople at the Radio Station I
People at the radio station may be described as:
* the presenter - whose voice the Iisteners hear
* the producer - who puts the programme together
* the reporter - who records broadcasts in the studio and in
the field
In many radio stations one person will do all of these.

15
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On Your Marks, Get Set, Go!
In order to make good broadcasts the organiser needs to
help the children:
* become good listeners
* have ideas for health broadcasts
* plan and practise broadcast ideas
* evaluate their ideas, tapes and/or broadcasts
It will also be up to the organiser to persuade the radio
station to try out new ideas and help technical staff from the
station work with the children.
Listening to the radio is an important first step.

j Children as radio listeners
Before making broadcasts of their own, children must listen
to the radio and discuss what they hear. It is important that
children are able to discuss WHAT they like and WHY.

I
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These questions will help children become better radio
critics:
is doing the broadcast?
Who
are they doing? Talking, singing, doing a play?
What
are the recordings made? In a studio, school,
Where
town?
is the broadcast for? Old listeners, young
Who
listeners, people in the rural areas, people in the
towns, everyone?

! Ideas for health topics
Think about health: what health broadcasts are already on
the radio? what topics have been covered, or need to be
covered? who is listening? Children can use their skills as
radio critics to find out.
The health topic may be chosen because of:
* a special health project the children are doing, at school,
in a club,in the community
* a national health campaign
* a celebrity taking a special interest in a health issue
e.g. lmran Khan, the cricketer from Pakistan, has
helped to raise awareness about the need for
immunisation in the U.K .
.* a news item about a health topic
e.g. A cholera outbreak in Peru prompted wide media
interest in helping people to prevent the spread
of the disease

18

* a communityevent
e.g. The local health clinic has an information day
on "nutrition in the market."

A regular radio broadcast about community health might
already exist and welcome ideas and participationfrom
children.

19

j Trying

things out

Most recordings broadcast on the radio are done by people
from a radio station. However, if a cassette recorder is
available, it is a good idea for organisers and children to
practise making recordings. Making recordings will help
children understand how broadcasts are made.
Before you do a test recording check that
* the cassette recorder is working well
* it is quiet and the room does not echo too much
* the cassette recorder is positioned to pick up voices well
'Mina, Ali and Rajesh built a recording studio. They put
cardboard on the floor and used blankets to cover the table .
They did the recordings inside.'
RADIO

MINA
\

''
\

\

\

\

\

\

'·

After they did their recording the children listened to it
and discussed the results. ' The recording was
interesting but hard to hear. The built-in microphone is
picking up its own hiss and hum. We should have
checked this first.'
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IGames
Games are a good way to develop and practise listening
and communication skills which are needed to make good
broadcasts.
Here are some ideas of games which the organiser can
play with the children. Some of the games may produce
ideas which can be used in a broadcast.
The ear cleaning game
Close your eyes and listen for three minutes. Talk to a
partner about all the sounds you heard.
Go into several different rooms. In each of them clap your
hands with your eyes closed. What can you hear? Is each
room different? How? Is there an echo?
Go into different parts of the room. Does where you stand
make a difference? Decide which room and which part of
that room is one with the least echo.
Discuss how background noise and echo affects the way
things sound. Sometimes you may want to use background
noises and echo to add interest to your recordings.
Follow the leader
Working in pairs, one begins a story with a sentence, the
other follows on with another. The child who started follows
on with another and so on. This game has many variations.
e.g. use a key word to start the sentence like
'immunisation', or 'accidents'. The sentences can
then be discussed by the group or form the basis
of a play or story.
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Speakeasy
Decide on a place in the group where a 'speaker' can be
seen by everyone. Call this the 'speakeasy place'. It might
be on a chair in front of a group, sitting on a desk, under a
tree etc. Announce a speakeasy topic such as 'Accidents.'
Each child comes out in turn and tells a story, e.g.' When
my friend was young he was playing with a sharp knife
when ...' This game introduces the importance of using the
voice well, and of good listening.

Here is a list of speakeasy topics:
* if I were a politician
* if I were a radio producer
* my happiest/saddest moment
* what makes me angry
* my T-shirt, the words I would have on it and why
The children will enjoy thinking of more topics.
22

The commentarygame
Blindfold a friend and lead her to another room, or outside,
or to the market and describe what you see. Ask your friend
about the picture that you created; was it accurate? What
was left out? Were there any background sounds that
helped to build the picture?

Sound-effectscharades
Divide a group into two teams. A member of team 1 goes
over to team 2 who gives her a sound, e.g. a buzzing
insect. The team 1 member has to perform the sound to her
team who must guess what the sound is, within a time limit
of one minute. The next team then has a turn. This carries
on untii everyone has had at least one turn each. One point
is scored for every correct answer. The winning team is the
one with the highest score.

The interviewgame
Choose a friend to interview and a topic she would like to
talk about. Spend five minutes thinking about what you
would like to find out and questions you could ask.
If you need to make notes, these are useful at the end of
the interview to remind you if you have forgotten to ask
something important.
Do a two minute interview and ask your guest to comment
afterwards.
What did it feel like to be interviewed?
Which questions were helpful?
Which were not? Why?
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When you have had some practice at this, invite other
friends to listen to you doing an interview with their eyes
shut. Ask them to comment. Was it interesting? Why?
Work with a partner to practise dealing with problems that
can arise, for example, your guest feeling nervous , talking
too fast, being boring; or you running out of questions.

I Making plans

I

The more games children play and the more they practise,
the more confident they will become about making their
own recordings. Some of the songs, stories and plays they
have practised might be good for radio.
Planning the broadcast should involve the children. You
might find it easier to organise the children into small
groups to discuss these questions:
What is your health message?
Who are your listeners?
How are you going to make the messages interesting?
When could your broadcast be used?
It is then necessary to decide:
How long the broadcast should be
Who is going to take part
What it should contain (the rest of this book should give you
ideas and ways of preparing ideas)
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Practise the broadcast item(s) and think about the timing. It
may help to write down a plan which could look something
like the two plans that follow.

1.

A seven minute programme about immunisation
This programme is based around a song on
immunisation. The song has two verses and is
used to structure the programme.

·1mmunisatjon'
Duration

Item
a

Song - opening chorus of
the immunisationsong

1 minute 30 seconds
(mins)
(secs)

b

Introductionby child
presenter

30 secs

C

1st verse of song - about
the six killer diseases

1 min 30 secs

d

Interviewbetweenchild
presenterand another child
who persuadedher mother
to take her young brotherto
the clinic

2mins

e

2nd verse and closing
chorus

1 min 30 secs

25

2.

A twenty minute programme about smoking

·smoking
andYou·
a

Child-to-Child welcome song

30 secs

b

Introduction by Carlos and
Sonia (two child presenters)

2 mins

C

Anti-smoking song

3 mins

d

Discussion amongst three
teenagers talking about why
people start smoking. It includes
peer pressure, advertising and
family attitudes

4mins

e

Poem

1 min 30 secs

f

Story about how young Pedro
helped his older brother to
stop smoking

4 mins 30 secs

g

Pedro advises listeners how to
prevent themselves and their
friends from starting smoking

2 mins 30 secs

Child-to-Child song

2 mins

h

* When the broadcast items are recorded, the
duration of each item may change a little.

For your first broadcast plan, keep the items short and
simple. Children will enjoy planning and practising how
much they can do in a fixed time period. The plan will probably change as the children practise items, have new ideas
and gain confidence. Do not worry when this happens, it is
a good thing.
26

j Taking ideas to a radio station
National, local or community radio stations always need
new ideas and many will welcome yours.
Making useful contacts
First try to find people who can help you with the technical
side of making the recordings, or who can help you get your
broadcast on the air, such as:
* someone in a community group or a church group
* a radio producer
* an owner or controller of a radio station
* someone who knows about making radio broadcasts in
the local community.
Meeting people at the station
Arrange a meeting with people at the station. Prepare for
this well. Think about why you are interested in the radio
and the experience you have in preparing broadcasts.
Take any ideas you have or examples of recordings which
the children have made. Make sure you are familiar with the
station's programmes.
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Selling your ideas
People at the radio station might ask you:
* what do you think of the programmes broadcast by this
radio station?
* what makes your broadcast ideas special?
* who is the broadcast for?
* what do you think it would sound like on the radio?
(Be specific here. Describe or play the children's ideas.)
* when might the programme fit into our timetable? What
time of the day or week?
* how much will it cost? Who will pay?
Try to find a way of doing a broadcast, however short, even
if it means changing your ideas. Once you have done
something it will be easier to go back to the station. You will
know the people and how the station works.
If people try to put you off or show no interest do not be
discouraged. This often happens in radio but there is
usually another way.
Paying for airtime on commercial radio stations
On many radio stations, community health programmes and
children's programmes will be a part of the regular scheduling. Other stations are strictly commercial and will only
agree to broadcast your programmes if the airtime is paid
for. In this case sponsorship might have to be found.
Local or international businesses might help you. Think
about businesses which advertise in your community anyway and businesses which have a special connection with

28

children, such as businesses selling medicines, children's
books or shoes. They may ask you to mention their name
on the broadcast which they have sponsored. Or you could
ask for support from local or international voluntary organisations with an interest in child health and education
projects.
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If you are applying for sponsorship, find someone who has
done this before. Ask their advice about the way you should
pr~sent your project. You may have to write a proposal.
This should describe the project and have a budget.
Keep trying. Radio for children is important.
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IThe recording day
Once a radio station has agreed to make recordings with
the children, it is easiest to work closely with people at the
station and get advice from them about what you need to
prepare and practise. You may need to change some of
your original ideas.
You will have to work hard with the children so that everyone is well prepared. This is the time for plenty more
games, planning and practice so that the children feel confident. Let the ideas come from the children as much as
possible. This might take longer but they will learn quickly.
If the recordings are being done in the field, such as the
school or the health centre, it will help if you are well
organised.

Make sure that:

* there is a quiet space available
* everyone in the group knows what to do and when to do it
* there is plenty of time for those helping you do the
recordings to look around, meet the children and discuss
with the group how they would like to organise things
* you allow lots of time for items to be recorded more than
once. It almost always takes longer than you think
Polite, quiet children do not make good radio. Encourage
them to be talkative and relaxed during the day. Make sure
that the children have interesting things to occupy them
while they are waiting for their turn.
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j Evaluating Ideas and Broadcasts
When a recording or a broadcast has been made, it will
improve the quality of future radio work if the organisers
and the children learn to evaluate the results.

Before you start, listen to and discuss radio
broadcasts.
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Listening to the Listeners

To find out if a broadcastworkedwell - ask the listeners
.
Get a range of opinionsfrom differentpeoplelikechildren,
medicaldoctors,healthworkers,teachers,parentsand
communityleaders.If there are peoplewhoseopinionis
important,ask them to listenspecially.
You couldmake a speciallistener'sopinionsheet and ask
differentpeopleto listenand recordtheir opinions.Here is
an example.Youwill need to changethe statementsand
add others.
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IListen to Yourselves I
It is a good idea to have a meeting after the broadcast has
been on air. Discuss the broadcast and any feedback from
the listeners. Feedback is useful if it makes the next broadcast better.
* did our listeners enjoy the broadcast? Why? Why not?
* was the timing right? Too long? Too short?
* were the voices clear?
* were too many techniques used? Too few?
* when are we going to do the next one?
The next four sections describe some of the
techniques you can use to shape your health broadcasts. There are many examples but you will have more
ideas - and so will the children.
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Spot The Message
'BE WISE - IMMUNISE'
'YOU'RE A SMASHING DRIVER
- YOU'RE DEAD ON TIME'

Radio health adverts (spots) spread health information
quickly and effectively. They are often used in health campaigns, such as 'no-smoking' or 'anti-drugs' campaigns.
Spots can be used at any time during the broadcasting day:
to fit in between broadcasts; to provide a break during a
broadcast, or to be a planned part of a longer broadcast.

IPlanning the spot I
Children can listen to adverts on the radio and discuss:
* what message did the advert aim to get across?
* did it work well?
* how was the message presented?
Once a health topic has been chosen they can ask:
* what is the one message we want get across?
* who are the listeners we want to reach?

ICreating the Spot I
The spot must be kept very simple. A well made spot is a
powerful way of getting a message across to the listeners.
Spots can also demand action:
'Brush the flies from babies eyes.
Keep them away, don't let them stay'
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A spot should aim to do three things for the listeners ...

CATCH THEM!
HOLD THEM!
CHANGE WHAT THEY DO!
1. CATCH the listener's attention

* use sounds: music, singing, crying, laughter, a honking
horn, a crash, animal noises, gunfire, an engine ...
* use words or phrases: Help! I'm Free! Now!
Here's exciting news! Attention listeners! These can be
whispered, shouted or said in many different ways.
* use questions: Do you want to help your family to be
healthy? Have you ever thought about. .. ?

2. HOLD the listener's attention

* music can be used 'under' the voice.
What kind of music fits the mood of the message?
How do you want the listeners to feel?
* compose short catchy songs Gingles) or music to start or
finish the spot.
* use tunes that everyone knows. People will remember
the message every time they hum the tune.
* keep the message clear and simple. Every word must
count.
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3. CHANGE WHAT THEY DO

* if a contact address or a phone number is mentioned and
is part of the action required by the listener, say it at least
twice.
* it is important that the announcement is broadcast enough
times and at the right times. The listeners you want to
reach should hear the spot several times.
try ideas out on friends and family. If it works they will
like it. Ask them questions to make sure that they have
understood.

BEWARE! messages that are clear when you READ them
may not always be clear when you SAY them out loud.
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It's Your Turn
Competitions and quiz shows are enjoyable and popular.
They are a good way of testing people's knowledge about
health. Adults and children enjoy presenting and participating. Ask local businesses to donate prizes in return for a
mention on the radio. Children love to hear their own opinions. This can be done by broadcasting 'listeners' letters'.

ICompetitions
Radio is a good way to launch and run competitions. Children can send in posters, songs, stories or plays on health
themes. Winners can be interviewed.

Let's find the best:
* health scout group, school club
* school garden or agricultural project
* play group run by older children for young children
* children's radio broadcast on health
* radio listener's letter
* health game
* health story

IQuiz Shows
A quiz is a fun way to get across health information. Children can invent and participate in different kinds of quiz
shows. They can create interesting sounds to act as 'cues'
like buzzers and bells for right and wrong answers. It is
important to be well prepared so here is a quiz checklist:

Organisation
* how are the participants selected?
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* how will you score?

* how many

questions will you ask?
* how many turns will each participant have?
* who is the quizmaster, scorer and judge? The judge
makes a final decision on any problems which might arise.
* is the quiz going to be 'live' in front of an audience or
recorded in a studio before it is broadcast?
* what is the prize?
Content
* research your questions and make sure you know the
correct answers. Check them with health experts. If there
is disagreement between experts leave the question out.
* decide who selects the questions: the broadcast
organisers; the listeners; a special health committee?
There are many different kinds of quiz, for example:
The quick question-and-answer quiz
Quiz questions on air with written answers from listeners.
What do we do now?
The quizmaster presents a health problem and both teams
have to come up with an answer:
e.g. an accident victim was lying by the side of the
road. He was still and his eyes were closed.
What would you do?
e.g. a group of children find a stagnant pool behind
the school kitchen. It is wriggling with newly
hatched mosquito larvae. What do they do?
In each case the method of scoring and the prize will have
to be planned.
40

I Listeners' Letters I
Everyone loves hearing their letters read out on the radio.
Having a place for listeners' letters is a way of doing this.
Letters can:
* comment on the broadcasts
* give ideas for new broadcasts
* give different opinions on issues rased in the broadcast
When children send in letters, make sure that children read
them out on air.
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Create Something New
Children can create fresh new ideas to promote health in
ways which are powerful and effective. They are good at
making up songs, poems , stories and plays and these
make good radio.

I Songs and poems
Songs and poems are a good way to make children learn,
remember and pass on health ideas. Listeners will enjoy
participating.
·
In the UK a 'Child-to-Child' pop song has been created by
children for children. A radio programme launched a
national competition for a poem about 'Child-to-Child'. A
famous singer composed music for the prize-winning
poem. He worked with a group of children involved in
Child-to-Child projects in the UK to record the song in a
professional recording studio. The song 'child to child' has
been broadcast on the radio in several countries.
Songs can be used to begin a broadcast, form part of the
broadcast or end it.
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Song and speech can be mixed together to create an
effective programme. Here is an extract from a radio
producer's script from part of a programme that uses this
technique.
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I Stories I
Stories work well on the radio. Stories often work best when
they are short and told spontaneously, NOT when they are
read from a script. Children will not need to write down a
story they enjoy telling in order to remember it. Longer
stories told by skilled storytellers make good listening. The
children's own ideas and experiences will be the best
source of stories. Here is a story from the tape.
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Practising stories
Tell the story to yourself a few times. Tell it to a friend or
friends. Ask them to close their eyes as they listen. Ask
them for positive advice to help you improve your
technique.
* what did the story make you feel? Excited? Bored?
* what bit did you like the best?
* was there anything that you did not understand?
Performing the story for the recording session should be no
different to practising it with friends.
Here are a few ideas to get children started on
storytelling:

Storiesstartedbut developed in different ways by children
working by themselves or in groups:
e.g. There once was a lady who sold meat and pancakes outside the market. She made extra money
by using cheap oil to fry the meat. Sometimes she
mixed motor oil with it. Although some people
complained about the taste, the food sold very
quickly in the busy market. One day she gave my
younger sister a piece of meat from her stall. Later
that day ...
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Storiesbasedon headlines.Newspapers are a good starting
point for stories:

e.g.

'CHILDREN SAVED MY LIFE'
SA VS ACCIDENT VICTIM

e.g.

YOUNG POLIO VICTIMS
EDUCATE THEIR COMMUNITIES

Problem-solving
Storieswith different endings:
e.g. Two year old Sandeep was thin and often ill. Her
mother could not understand it - "I feed her well"
she said, "I give her two large meals every day
and when I feed her I give her as much food as
she wants." Why was Sandeep so thin? Tell the
story as if you were one of Sandeep's parents,
siblings or relatives, or her health worker.
Storiesbasedon traditionalstories,folk talesandlegends:
e.g. How the fox made money from useless injections.
The clever hare persuades the animals to eat
herbs and fruit instead.
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Child-to-Child readers and activity sheets have useful
ideas for stories about health.
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e.g. "A Simple Cure" tells the story of children learning
how to make the special rehydration drink which
they give to a child suffering from diarrhoea.

IPlays j
Plays are an effective way of presenting information and
attitudes. Children enjoy doing plays and with practice can
create good radio plays.

Adapting a play that has been rehearsed and performed
If children have rehearsed and performed a play it is not
difficult to turn that play into radio. The difference is that the
visual action has to become action through sound. _
Learn how to do this by trying it out. Do the play without
actions. Get people to listen with their eyes shut. They will
tell you if the play makes sense. Where it is not clear add
some words, music or sound effects. This will help the
listener understand what is going on.
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Making up a new play
Children are good at making up plays. Keep them short and
simple. They may need time to work out how to create the
visual picture with sound.

Here are some points to remember
* be clear about what your play is trying to tell the listener.
Make sure that the health message is clear. Remind your
listeners about the message in little ways throughout
the play. Do not expect them to pick it up at once.
* get to know the people in your play. If you cannot picture
them, your listeners will not be able to.
*think .about how you can best use the special language of
the radio: music, sound effects and the spoken word. You
can use 'speaking' in many different ways:
- characters in the play can talk to one another.
- one person in the cast can act as a narrator - a
person who comments on what is happening or who
fills in the missing gaps. Try not to use the narrator
too often. It is more interesting to get your characters
to talk about what is happening.
- sometimes characters can narrate parts of the story.
* songs can be used to begin and end a play.
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I Sound

Effects

These are used to suggest action or movement within a
scene, e.g. a closing door, the click of a typewriter. Atmosphere or a feeling about an action, such as the sound of a
door, suggests movement; a slowly creaking door adds the
feeling of mystery and suspense. It is a way of setting the
scene: the noises of a classroom, of a market, of early
morning, of a big city with the roar of the traffic or honking
horns. Children will enjoy thinking up sound effects.

Some examples:
* AWK-TOK-TOK(chicken)

* ZIZZ-2122-2122-ZIZZ (drilling)
* drumming fingers on a wooden surface (rain)
* banging two coconut shells together (horses/cows
hooves)
* wobbling a sheet of metal (thunder)
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Talk About It
Interviews, discussions, talks and news reports are all
useful ways of spreading new health ideas and information
on the radio.

IInterviews
The best interviews are those which are full of examples
and colourful stories. Children can interview other children,
doctors and health workers, leading members of their community, or relatives - parents or grandparents. Adults can
interview children.
Children are good at talking. They can often explain things
in a simple and original way. An interview with a child
should be like a conversation. Children need an interested
listener who will give them time to talk. The interviewer
must listen carefully to things the child has said. Informal
conversations with children work better than structured
interviews.
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Planning the interview
* think about the person you are going to interview and the
topic you are going to talk to them about.
*workout what the listeners are really interested in; it may
be the personality and life of your guest; it may be their
special knowledge.
* think about questions which make people talk e.g. Who?
Why? What? Where? How did you?
Recording the interview
Listen to the information the guest gives in answer to your
questions. Just going through a planned list of questions
will make a lifeless, dull interview. Use your list as a reminder only.

Avoidsmall interruptions such as 'I See', 'Mmm' or 'Yes'.
This sounds odd when you listen to it on the radio. Nod
your head or smile instead.
Think about timing. Try not to record too much, stick to this
and watch the clock! It helps if the guest can also see the
clock and knows what time the interview should end. The
guest may be able to end with a lively slogan such as,
"So remember children, keep your little brothers and
sisters safe."
Ideas for interviews
* interview children about what they did to help when the
new baby arrived in the family.
* ask children about the play activities children like to do
when they are aged: 0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-6, 6-12. Find out the
games they like to play with younger siblings.
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* ask teachers and school children about a breastfeeding
campaign. Find out how it affected mothers' attitudes.
* interview the headteacher, children and the school safety
scouts about safety precautions taken at school; the visit
of one school to another to 'inspect' their school for
hazards; a school safety competition.
* interview teachers, children and project workers about
Child-to-Child activities in the class, school or country .
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I Discussions I
Children like talking with each other. They do it all the time.
Children can talk about health topics on the radio. The
topics chosen should be important and topical.
e.g. We can help; Children's health activities in their
communities.
My parents won't believe me; The problem of telling
their parents new health ideas.
Why do I always have to carry the baby? How
children can get together to look after younger
siblings better.
We found-it out; Children discuss helping health
workers by conducting health surveys in the
community.
Get well soon; Children's experiences in hospitals.
Be careful when you chose a topic for discussion. The
question, 'Should we immunise the children when it
makes them cry?' has only one answer - YES! A more
suitable discussion topic about immunisation would be,
'Why don't parents bring their children for immunisation?'
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I

Talks

If one person is going to talk about a subject, the talk
should be short and the speaker interesting and simple to
listen to. It might be better to do an interview or a discussion instead.

Whatisworsethana dullclassroom
talk?

Thesametalkbroadcast
ontheradio!
Ideas for talks

A doctoror a healthworkercantalk about.••

* what children can do to prevent illness
* the launch of a campaign e.g. a 'healthy heart
campaign'
* safety in the home

Well-known
people
cantalkabout
...

* living a healthy lifestyle
* a visit to the health clinic or dentist
* living with a disability in childhood
Teachers
andyouthleaders
cantalkabout
...

* watching children play
* cooking good food
* a school health club
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Childrencantell storiesabout...
* flies in the market place: 'Bad meat infected my
brother and made him ill. My friends and I decided
that we could do something about it.'
* the ball that ran away and nearly killed my sister;
a story about the dangers of chasing a runaway
ball onto a road.
* my baby's 'firsts'; a story about when the younger
sibling first walked, spoke, ran, smiled, laughed etc.
See the story section for more ideas.
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News Reports
News reports are the usual way to find the latest information . They should be fair, accurate and lively. Children can
report 'health news'. Perhaps they are involved in an important campaign or event. 'Child-to-Child Health News'could
become a regular part of a news broadcast.
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From our own Child-to-Child correspondent
News updates on groups of children involved in health
promotion:
e.g. 'Today in the village of Pagalaran, Java, 30 school
children launched their accident prevention
campaign. They plan to .. .'
e.g. 'Bad news is still coming in from several towns
around Quinto where 12 more children have come
down with cholera. Our young health scouts and
guides in the area have been warning families
about the outbreaks and ...'
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Mixing different techniques
The more confident you and the children become, the more
creative you can be in putting the ideas together. For example, you can add music to a story of a drama or have a
short section of a discussion and fade it under an interview.
You might just use a short section from a number of interviews,one after the other.
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And There's More
Ideas for whole programmes
At first Child-to-Child radio health broadcasts are likely to
be a part of other programmes. Once the radio station
knows how much children can do, perhaps you may be
organising whole programmes. Here are some programme
ideas.
Child-to-Child: Our Health Today
'Child-to-Child: Our Health Today' - a weekly children's
health magazine programme. This can take a different
health 'topic' each week. It can be for child listeners and
written by children. It can combine many of the techniques
discussed in the different sections of this 'radio pack' (interviews, news updates, quizzes, discussions etc). The programme can include feedback from listeners. Listeners
could write in about particular health problems which can
be dealt with by a panel. This panel can include adult 'experts' and children can do the research needed to answer
the questions.
Ask a doctor, ask a child
'Aska doctor, ask a child' - a time for child listeners to have
their questions answered as part of a regular broadcast or
as a new broadcast. Children can help to research the
answers, present the questions and participate in the
discussion with the health professional about the appropriate solutions. Here is an example:
Question:
(read by a child in the studio)
'My brother fainted on his way to school this week. My
father says its because he is weak. My mother says
we cannot afford to buy expensive medicines to make
him stronger. What can we do?'
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Answer
fromthehealthprofessional:
'There may be a health clinic near you which has a
special extra feeding programme. See if you can
find out about this and get your mother to take
your brother to the clinic. Sukai will now give you
some ideas about inexpensive meals that you can
help to prepare for him.'

Advicefroma child:
'Here are some recipes of meals which do not cost
much and which will help your brother to become
stronger ... '

I Can Do It Too
'I Can Do It Too' - a broadcast or series of broadcasts
which gives disabled children a chance to express the
special challenges which they are facing in their lives. Each
broadcast can focus on the life of one particular child.

e.g.LookandSee• Martin's
story
A broadcast presented by Martin, a blind boy who helps
sighted children understand the way he 'sees'. He talks to
other blind children, to sighted friends, to his doctor, his
teacher and to special organisations which are trying to
help blind children. These people share their opinions and
special knowledge. Martin explains how children can help to
recognise signs in other children who may be developing
sight problems.
Other broadcasts can feature: a deaf child; a child with
polio; a child in a wheelchair; a child who has suffered facial
injuries such as burns.
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Child-to-Child Publications
The Child-to-Child Trust produces activity-based health
education materials. These include:

Activity sheets - 31 health education sheets in the
following categories:
Child growth and development
Personal and community hygiene
Nutrition
Safety
Recognising and helping the disabled
Prevention and cure of diseases
Safe life styles
Children in difficult circumstances
Story books - 11 books at three reading levels
Level 1
Dirty Water
Good Food
Accidents
Not Just a Cold
Flies

Level2
A Simple Cure
Teaching Thomas
Down With Fever
Disease Defeated

Level3
Deadly Habits

The Child-to-Child Resource Book
The resource book contains all the important Child-to-Child
publications to date, collected in a single volume for easy
reference. It includes details of Child-to-Child activities
around the world and all the current activity sheets. Other
sections are:
* Approaches to learning and teaching
* Doing it better - a simple guide to evaluation
* How to run a workshop
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Most of the materials are copyright free, some are available
in other languages. For a full list of publications and prices
please write to:
TALC (Teaching-aids At Low Cost)
P.O. Box 49
St Albans
Herts
AL1 4 AX
United Kingdom
Tel: 0727-53869

Fax: 0727-46852

Contact us at: The Child-to-Child Trust
Institute of Education
20 Bedford Way
London
WC1H OAL
United Kingdom.
Tel: 071-612 6650

Fax: 071-612 6645

There is a sister office in Paris which can be contacted at
the following address:
L'Enfant pour l'Enfant
lnstitut Santa et Developpement
15 rue de l'Ecole de Medecine
75270 Paris - Cedex 06
France
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